
Introduction

EXISTING AND FORTHCOMING markets demand large high-speed
ships with wide decks for high-speed sea transportation of a large
amount of high-valued and relatively light cargo (Kennel 1998). A
trimaran configured from slender hulls (Avis et al 1999, Mizine &
Amromin 1999) is among the best design concepts.

For any high-speed ship, hydrodynamic drag is a key problem of
design. Theoretically, an appropriate mutual location of trimaran
hulls can significantly reduce wave resistance for a narrow range of
Froude numbers. Practically, numerous design restrictions limit
longitudinal and transverse distances between the side hulls and the
center hull.

Trimaran configurations of minimal wave resistance can be pre-
dicted by using contemporary computer fluid dynamic (CFD)
codes. Computations of wave resistance (Mizine & Amromin
1999, Yang et al 2000) can be provided for a range of trimaran con-
figuration parameters. Such predictions are in satisfactory agree-
ment with measurement of residuary drag during towing tests.
However, for high-speed slender-hull trimarans with transom
sterns, configurations of minimal predicted wave resistance do not

necessarily coincide with configurations of minimal measured
residuary drag.

In any minimization of ship wave resistance, an attainable reduc-
tion of wave resistance must be compared with a possible attendant
increase of other drag components. There has been significant
progress in estimations of these components for conventional ships
(Karafiath 1997, Larsson et al 1998). For ships with relatively new
hull forms, and nonconventional high-speed speed range, the unex-
pected ratios of drag component are encountered because of physi-
cal flow characteristics. The reported experiments manifest that for
a high-speed trimaran, the trim is the key drag-affecting character-
istic. A significant running trim affects the trimaran drag in three
main ways. First, the trim changes the shape of a submerged part of
hulls, and that affects the wave resistance. Second, the trim changes
submergence of the transom, and this affects the form resistance.
Third, the trim changes the wetted surface, and that affects the fric-
tional resistance.

The issue is that it is impossible to separate viscous and inviscid
effects there because the trim depends on both Froude number and
Reynolds number (Orihara & Miyata 2000). A theoretical/numeri-
cal analysis of viscous-inviscid interaction for a large high-speed
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trimaran in the range of Froude numbers 0.3 � Fn � 0.6 is neces-
sary for both optimum trimaran hull design and a realistic extrapo-
lation of the model test results to full-scale conditions. Further, be-
cause of the necessity to provide a multivariant optimization in the
course of the trimaran design, it is reasonable to use relatively sim-
ple theoretical/numerical methods, such as modified quasi-linear
theory (MQLT). Such a method and the results of validation by
comparison with both Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS)
code results and the model test results provided in the David Tay-
lor Model Basin (DTMB) are described in this paper.

Quasi-linear theory of ship wave resistance

The first step in estimating the residuary drag is computation of
wave resistance of trimaran with the fixed draft and trim. Accord-
ing to the conventional ideas, ship wave resistance does not depend
on Rn value and can be calculated using the following problem for
the velocity potential �:

�� � 0 (1)

(��,N)/S�S* � 0 (2)

(��,T)/S* � VS(1 � gY/Vs2)0.5 (3)

��(x → �	) � {VS, 0, 0) (4)

Here N is the unity normal to the free surface S* or hull surface S,
and T is the unity tangent to the streamlines on these surfaces.

The problem (1) to (4) is a three-dimensional, nonlinear prob-
lem. Because of the computational difficulty of solving such a
problem, there were numerous attempts to solve a similar problem
within the framework of linear theory that is correct for waves of
very low amplitudes and hulls of very high slenderness. The rele-
vant mathematical technique has been perfectly developed, and its
application to routine engineering is of no problem. For real ships,
this refined theory (Havelock 1934) usually gives overestimated
wave amplitudes. This circumstance has urged development of nu-
merical techniques to solve the nonsimplified problem (1) to (4). In
spite of some successes (Ando et al 1990, Lalli et al 1992, Larsson
et al 1998), the computational and mathematical difficulties still re-
main. Particularly, the computation results remarkably depend on
meshes over S* and S. Such a dependency is easily understandable:
using any of the direct numerical techniques, the value of Cw,
which is about 10�3 must be calculated as a sum of quantities,
which values are about 10�1. As a result, about 106 panels are nec-

essary for such computations of a monohull wave resistance (Lars-
son et al 1998). Because of these issues, a nonlinear correction to
linear theory is still very attractive for engineering purposes.

The idea of such a correction is old enough. Perhaps Inui (1957)
was the first to implement this idea with some success. Contrary to
attendant speculations about taking into account viscous effects in
estimating the pure wave component of ship resistance, in fact, he
has suggested regulating results of the wave interaction by artifi-
cially limiting rules that are not rules of linear theory. Nonlinear
theory of water waves can be a more comprehensible basis of such
limiting rules. These rules can grow from nonlinear theory either
directly (Amromin et al 1983, 1984) with the use of two-dimen-
sional solutions (Salvesen & von Kerzeck 1976), or implicitly
(Amromin et al 1993). To name this approach, the authors use a
quasi-linear theory (QLT) method of wave resistance calculation.

QLT method is based on the calculation of the CW using wave am-
plitude distribution far behind the ship (Havelock 1934); but density
of wave energy 
 is limited in QLT by an empirical constant de-
noted as EM:

Cw � � �2
�
2
�
L
S

4

� �	

0
db (5)

Here 
(b) � min{EM, 
(b)},  � ikYMsin(�), � � atan(b), b is the
variable in integral (5). It runs across the ship’s wake:
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Function Q(x,z) can be taken from a linear theory. It is necessary
to explain that the used value EM � 0.05 is the certain effective
maximum of the dimensionless density of the wave energy, and
this maximum is not directly related to the energy of steady wave
of maximum amplitude known as Stokes waves.

The function Q(x,z) for a monohull ship certainly can be taken
from a linear theory of the double hull, and even for multihull ships
it can be usually done so, because a distance between its hulls is
comparable with the hull length. For any given Q(x,z), computation
of the improper integral in (5) can be performed with the ordered
accuracy by standard computational tools.

Corrections made in the formula (5) are more significant for low
values of Fn, as one can understand from an example given in
Fig. 1. It is seen that this rule for 
 neither makes computational
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Nomenclature

Fn � Froude number
Rn � Reynolds number
� � velocity potential

N � {Nx, Ny, Nz} � normal to a boundary
S* � water free surface
S � wetted surface area

ST � transom area
D � ship’s displacement

CR � residuary drag coefficient
CF � friction drag coefficient
CW � wave resistance 

coefficient
CT � transom drag coefficient

EM � maximal wave energy density
L � ship total length

VS � ship speed
Dm � draft hull (m)
Lm � length of hull (m)
Bm � beam of hull (m)
Sm � wetted surface area of hull (m)

XTm � transom abscissas of hull (m)
Ym � distance between center planes of center

hull and side hull (m)
Q � intensity of equivalent hydrodynamic

sources
Y(x,z) � hull ordinates

� � boundary layer thickness
�* � displacement thickness

�** � momentum thickness
�, �*, �** � parameters in three-dimensional 

axisymmetric flow calculations
U � velocity on inviscid flow boundary
R � boundary radius in an auxiliary 

axisymmetric flow
�W � wall friction
RW � body radius
Cp � pressure coefficient

CPT � base pressure coefficient past 
the transom
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difficulties, nor increases the computer time that is necessary for
Michell formula (which can be deduced from the Havelock for-
mula by substitution of the simplest Q).

An example of comparison of calculations with the formula (5)
of QLT, classical linear theory, and a nonlinear numerical tech-
nique for the model W4210 from Todd’s (1953) Systematic Serial
of Models, Series 60 (with block coefficient 0.6), is shown in
Fig. 2. This figure also contains a generalization of relevant exper-
imental data. For the aims of this study, the next comparison with
experimental data should be done for a fast catamaran. There is
such a comparison in Fig. 3.

The difference in measured values of residuary drag coefficient
in Fig. 2 is the difference between its mean values for the same
model in different certified model tanks. It is below 0.0003 in this
figure, but above 5% of maximal value of this coefficient in the
presented Fn range.

As our long-term experience showed, QLT combines the advan-
tages of linear theory (short time of computation and clear depen-
dence of resistance on ship hull forms) and nonlinear theory (ab-
sence of oscillations of the function CW [Fn] and its acceptable
values in a wide range of Froude numbers).

Model tests results

After first application of QLT in a high-speed ship (and trimaran,
particularly) design evaluation and hydrodynamic optimization
(Mizine & Amromin 1999), it became necessary to validate the de-
scribed method by comparing with the results of model tests. In De-
cember 1999 under Center for Commercial Deployment of Trans-
portation Technologies (CCDOTT) funded project Kvaerner Masa
Marine had provided hydrodynamic testing at the David Taylor
Model Basin to determine resistance and seakeeping capability of
high-speed trimaran models. A full-scale trimaran was designed
with the center hull length of 313 m. Resistance tests with different
side hull configurations at calm water and the sea state 5 and 7 tests
were carried out with two models that have different shapes of the
center hull stern. The model center hull length was 6.5 m.

The results of these model tests are described in Allison et al
(2001) and Mizine and Thorpe (2000) and will be discussed below.
Figure 4 from Mizine and Thorpe (2000) shows total resistance
curves for the two very high speed sealift trimaran (VHSST-50)
variants with “aft” and “forward” position of the side hulls for calm
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Fig. 1 Comparison of typical energy distributions behind a ship of
moderate fullness in linear and non-linear theories as function of
J�1/�(1 � b2). QLT � quasi-linear theory

Fig. 2 Coefficient CW of the model W4210 (Series 60). Linear theory
results (LT) correspond to the Havelock formula. Nonlinear theory (NLT)
results were obtained in Lalli et al (1992). Experimental data were pre-
sented in Ni et al (1989) with emphasis on maximal and minimal values.
QLT � quasi-linear theory

Fig. 3 Comparison of measured and computed coefficient KW � 2RW /
(�U	

2D2/3) for a catamaran (Huang & Cai 1991). QLT � quasi-linear
theory

Fig. 4 Trimaran ship resistance. Extrapolation to full-scale data is
made with towing tank results
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water and sea state 7 (significant wave height is 20 ft) based on the
model test data. Figure 5 shows the effect of longitudinal spacing
of the side hulls relative to the transom of the center hull.

The stern center hull forms of the initial Model A had a flat tran-
som with the beam equal to the maximum beam of the center hull.
Another variation of the stern hull forms was made to suit propul-
sion design sizing estimates and machinery arrangement of the
“unified propulsion packages” (Allison et al 2001). Model B was
built with an improved stern section.

Comparison of calculated wave resistance of the
high-speed trimaran with measured residuary drag

The usual way to provide comparison with model test data is to
calculate the sum of the wave resistance coefficient and the form
resistance coefficient (named as residuary drag). The coefficient
CW relates to the gravity effect on the pressure distribution over the
hulls. According to the common assumptions, Cw depends on Fn
only. The form resistance appears due to viscous effects on pres-
sure distribution on the hulls. According to the common assump-
tion, which is used only to make the comparison of calculated and
measured resistance, this component of drag is directly propor-
tional to the friction and depends on Rn only. An individual pro-
portionality coefficient was deduced from the model test results at
low values of Fn. It is assumed that all features of the hull shapes
(such as transom) are implicitly taken into account in this propor-
tionality coefficient. The above-mentioned sum can then be calcu-
lated and compared with the measured data.

A towing procedure in the David Taylor Model Basin allows
providing tests with both restricted and free trim. The first series of
the towing tests with Model A was performed for restricted trim.
For restricted trim, the DTMB standard technique to define the
form resistance coefficient from the test data gave its value equal
to 0.35. The comparison of computed and measured results for two
diverse locations of side hulls of this model is plotted in Figs. 6
and 7. A similar comparison for one location of the side hulls rela-
tive to the center hull of the Model B is given in Fig. 8.

Discrepancies between calculated and measured data for differ-
ent locations of side hulls, as well as for different models, can be
found. Particularly, although the computations are in good corre-
spondence with test data of the model with restricted pitch, there is
no such correspondence for the free pitch and trim (see Fig. 8). This
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Fig. 5 Effect of side hull position ratio on measured resistance of Model
B. Abscissa is the longitudinal positions of the side hull transoms forward
the center hull transom (in feet). Ordinate is the ratio of trimaran resis-
tance at different longitudinal position of the side hulls to trimaran resis-
tance with the side hulls aft. Curve “35 knots” corresponds to full-scale
speed of 35 knots, and so forth.

Fig. 8 Comparison of calculated CR � CW � 0.35 CF (solid line) and
measured CR (squares) for the Model B

Fig. 7 Comparison of the calculated CR � CW � 0.35 CF for the re-
stricted trim (solid line) and measured CR of the Model A in the forward
position of the side hulls (squares)

Fig. 6 Comparison of computed CR � CW � 0.35 CF for the restricted
trim (solid line) and measured CR of the Model A in the aft position of the
side hulls (squares)
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calculation overestimates the advantage of Model B relative to
Model A with side hulls in the forward position at the speed of 7 m
per second (which correspond to 50 knots ship speed). However, the
advantage of the best variant of Model A is underestimated relative
to its basic variant (which corresponds to the aft position of the side
hulls). It is important to emphasize that the difference between com-
puted and measured CR has increased with the trim value.

As a result, the authors came to the conclusion that the conven-
tional assumption about the Froude-independent form resistance
coefficient does not work well for slender trimarans with transom
sterns. First of all, trimaran running trim leads to high changes in
the wetted surface and, consequently, in the ship friction, whereas
the conventional procedure used for extracting drag coefficients
from measured drag values adds the friction variations to CR, be-
cause all coefficients are calculated for a Fn-independent wetted
surface area. Determination of trim is a key step in prediction of the
actual friction. Thus, introduction of the necessary correction to the
residuary drag coefficient calculations requires solving a problem
on the viscous-inviscid interaction.

Computation of trim

The trimaran sinkage and trim is a kind of two-dimensional mo-
tion of absolutely rigid body. Therefore, it is possible to describe
this motion of three hulls by two variables that define a vertical po-
sition of the dynamic center of flotation and the ship trim. The co-
efficients A1 and B1 in the formula dz � A1 � B1x is used as such
variables. These coefficients will be found from a pair of equations
of the ship equilibrium under variations of hydrodynamic pressure
and buoyancy, and under moments of these forces:

A1 ∑
3

m�1
�X0m�Lm

X0m

Y(x,0)dx � B1 ∑
3

m�1
�X0m�Lm

X0m

xY(x,0)dx

� Fn2 ∑
3

m�1
�
Swm

��CPNzdS

(6)

A1 ∑
3

m�1
�X0m�Lm

X0m

xY(x,0)dx � B1 ∑
3

m�1
�X0m�Lm

X0m

x2Y(x,0)dx

� Fn2 ∑
3

m�1
�
Swm

�x�CPNzdS

(7)

Here is a difference of pressure coefficients for two vertical po-
sitions of the hulls at two close values of Fn. A necessity to con-
sider this difference appears because equations (6) and (7) are writ-
ten with the assumption about small variations of submerged
volumes and pressure coefficients. Therefore, the values A1 and B1

must be determined by iterations for �0.3–0.7. Then A1 and B1

give changes of trim at two successive Fn values: Sm implicitly de-
pends on Fn and Y(x,z) directly depends on Fn.

The custom path to find pressure distributions is to use the po-
tential approach with the kinematic boundary condition (2), which
can be rewritten as:

Q(x,z) � �
2
1
�
� ∑

m

�
Sm

� Q(�, �) �
�
�
N
� �

R
1
x�
� dS � �2N (8)

Here RX� is the distance between a point of velocity calculation
and the surfaces where the sources are distributed.

This well-known integral equation is written without an account
of the free surface shape, and the Q distribution does not depend on

Fn or wave shapes. The velocity in this flow can be calculated af-
ter determination of Q from equation (8).

The following formula is used for this calculation:

U(x,z) � �
4
1
�
� ∑

m

�
Sm

�Q(�, �)grad �
R
1
x�
� dS � Vs (9)

There are diverse possibilities to select the surfaces of integra-
tion in equations (8) and (9). The simplest possibility is to select
hull center planes as Sm. As was shown, it is good enough for the
computation of wave resistance, but computation of pressure re-
quires distributing the sources over the body surfaces (Birkhoff &
Sarantonello 1957).

The potential approach with the surface-distributed sources
gives satisfactory values of CP from the bow up to main part of the
stern, and an unacceptable difference between numerical results
and reality takes place on a small part of the stern only. Introduc-
tion of an effective frontier between viscous and inviscid parts of
the flow is the well-known simplified method to estimate pressure
in real fluid. Pressure distribution over such a frontier in ideal fluid
practically coincides with pressure distribution over the hull in vis-
cous fluid. A distance from this frontier to the hull surface equals
the displacement thickness of the boundary layer. This concept of
viscous-inviscid interaction is used below.

Modification of the QLT method: viscous-inviscid
calculation of form resistance and transom drag

For slender hulls, a further significant simplification is accept-
able due to the fact that the averaged (along cross-section) pressure
distribution is close to the axisymmetric pressure distribution for a
body of revolution of the same distribution of the cross-section
areas. As was shown by Granville in 1974, the averaged boundary
layer properties are also close enough, and the computed viscous
part of the residuary drag is close to experimental data for such
hulls (Amromin et al [1983] employed such bodies of revolution at
smaller Fn and for transom-free hulls).

The characteristics of turbulent boundary layers undergo in-
significant variations over the main part of the slender hull, and the
high hull slenderness allows the next simplification of computa-
tions. It is acceptable for such hulls to fix the ratio �*/�** � 9/7 in
Karman equation:

�
d�

d
*
x
*

� � �
d
d
U
x
� �

�
U
**
� �2 � �

�
�
*
*
*

�� � (10)

This equation can then be rewritten in the following form:

�
d
d
�
x
� � (11)

Here � � �
r
7
W
� � �

d
d
r
x
W
� � � �

d
d
U
x
�, � � �/rw, � is

the ratio of the section length on the original hull to the half-circle
length on the auxiliary body of revolution, and � � 5.2 (x L/Rn)1/

for xRn/L � Rn* �106. The corresponding formula for the dis-
placement body radius over the hull is a following consequence of
equation (11):

R(x) � rw(x)[1 � 0.25�(x) � 0.667� (x)2]1/2 (12)

This formula makes it possible to determine a surface of the dis-
placement body along the body, except at a small vicinity of the

�
129

5
�
U

33�
�

36�[0.87 log|xRn/(100.325 L)|]�2.3 � �
����

7 � 4.2�

�W�W�
�U2
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transom, and this surface will be included in Sm in equations (8) and
(9), and for the calculations of pressure and form resistance. How-
ever, formula (12) is not applicable to the viscous wake, and an-
other rule is necessary to prolong the equivalent body in the hull
wake region.

For a transom stern, the near wake area is a viscous separation
zone. Because the flow separation line on the transom are known,
Kirchhoff’s idea to consider the separation zone as a constant pres-
sure zone in inviscid fluid is good enough, and a boundary of this
zone can be included in prolongation of the equivalent displace-
ment body. Currently, it is not difficult to solve a numerically
nonlinear axisymmetric problem for finding such an isobaric
boundary. Numerical aspects of the iterative technique, which was
used in these calculations, were recently described by Amromin
(2002), with demonstration of convergence of this technique.

An issue is to determine the values of the base pressure coeffi-
cient in inviscid flow CPT and boundary radius in an auxiliary flow
R(x). However, a satisfactory determination of these characteristics
can be performed with an auxiliary estimation of characteristics of
the far wake (Gogish & Stepanov 1982).

In the far wake the following tendencies take place: �* → �**
and R(x) � �* → [CVSw/�]1/2. This formula takes into account that
the far wake cross-sections tend to be circular for any body
(Birkhoff & Sarantonello 1957). Coefficient CV includes contribu-
tions to the drag from both friction and all pressure perturbations
except the effect of the waves; but CV is unknown while CPT is un-
known. The total force balance is:

��*	
2SW � STCPT � SWCf � 2 �

SS

�NxuUds (13)

Here u is a perturbation of U due to the inverse boundary layer
influence, the subscript “T” relates to transom, and the subscript
“	” relates to the far wake. Let us suppose that the terms in the
right-hand side of equation (13) insignificantly depend on the wake
shape. Then two unknown terms are in the left-hand side only. Be-
cause ��*	

2 � �	*, the equation (10) can be used to link U (and
CP) with �*	. For wakes, the right-hand part of equation (10) is
zero, and the equation can be simplified:

� ��*U�
d
d
U
x
�, (14)

and integrated upstream from the downstream cross-section of
wake:

U2�**�
X�	

X�Xs

� �
1
2

� �(1��)2

1
�*d� (15)

Here � � UT � 1 �� 1, UT � (1 � CPT)1/2. Smallness of � allows
the estimation of the integral in the right-hand side of equation (15)
with an approximate formula. For the presented computations, this
equation is reduced to the following linear equation for �:

�(2�T** � �T* � CƒSw � CI) � CƒSw � CI � �T** (16)

Here CI is the integral from equation (13), the friction coefficient
CF is determined with the usual International Towing Tank Con-
ference (ITTC) 1957 formula, and a jump of the value of �* at the
transom is taken into account. When the transom pressure is found
from equation (16), whole equivalent displacement body can be de-
signed and u-distribution corrected. Thus, the form resistance can
be refined through an iteration process. The above suggested inte-

d(U2�**)
��

dx

gration procedure reduces a computation error because H* � 1 �
1, and � ��1 for this type of flow.

There is also a formal aspect related to calculation of u-distribu-
tion over the body with a transom. It is necessary to supply a real
body contour by some artificial sharp trailing edge. Although the
whole pressure and velocity distribution will be in agreement with
the D’Alembert paradox, the u-distribution over the side hull sur-
faces itself gives a correction that contributes to the form resis-
tance. It is possible to calculate u with the formula (9) accepting
Q � 2U d�*/dx.

Thus, the transom contributes CT � 2�ST/SW to the residuary
drag coefficient. However, a separation zone behind the transom
has an influence on pressure distribution over the whole stern, and
this inverse influence affects trim and the transom area. Further, the
solution of equations (10) and (11) is used in a reinterpolation of
the coordinates of submerged parts of the hull, and these corrected
coordinates are used in calculation of wave resistance.

Generally, equation (16) can have both positive and negative so-
lutions, and then the above definition of CT could give a negative
drag. That should be excluded, and the calculations are provided
for the case � � 0 that corresponds to the dry transom.

Comparison of measured data and the above-described calcula-
tions with the account of the viscous-inviscid interaction is plotted
in Fig. 9. There is a clear improvement of calculated trim in this
method, and the calculated trim values can be considered as satis-
factory.

RANS computational verification of 
MQLT viscous drag trends

Due to the many viscosity-related assumptions of MQLT, how-
ever, the authors thought it prudent to perform an independent as-
sessment of these trends by advanced computational tools. Two ef-
fects, in particular, require verification: the predicted reduction in
residuary resistance with Reynolds number and the decrease of
trim-induced drag with Reynolds number. Such an assessment re-
quires the accurate resolution of complex three-dimensional
boundary layers at high Reynolds number and must therefore be
based on a solution of the RANS equations. Two RANS packages
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Fig. 9 Measured and calculated trim of stern for the Model B and its
calculated trim for its center hull
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were chosen for performing the required simulations: Applied
Fluid Technologies Incompressible Navier-Stokes (AFTINS) and
OVERFLOW. AFTINS is a finite-analytic code developed specif-
ically for the analysis of marine vehicles. It utilizes time-accurate
discretization and a k-� turbulence model. These codes have been
validated over a wide range of applications with description of the
algorithm convergence (by Chen & Korpus 1993 and by Korpus &
Falzarano 1997).

OVERFLOW is a NASA code offering a wide range of dis-
cretization and solution options. It solves the compressible form of
the RANS equations and must therefore rely on preconditioning to
reach Reynolds numbers required for marine applications. It does,
however, provide a diverse choice of turbulence models and can be
easily applied over a wide range of Reynolds numbers. OVER-
FLOW has also been validated on a wide range of practical engi-
neering problems (Benek et al 1985, Jespersen & Levit 1989).

These two codes were selected because both of them permit the
use of overset grids. This is a critical advantage for accuracy and
efficiency because overset methods allow neighboring grid blocks
to be generated without regard to how they intersect. Interblock
communication is provided by conservative interpolation, enabling
high-quality grids (and therefore more accurate solutions) to be
generated in less time and with fewer points.

The calculations of the large high-speed trimaran were provided
with its side hulls in their aft position, and with sinkage and trim
held fixed at prescribed values. Because the study is intended to
identify viscous-related effects missing from MQLT, free-surface
shape was held fixed for all RANS runs. Full-scale ship speed was
assumed to be 50 knots full scale, and the transom was assumed dry
at all times.

Computational meshes were developed using NASA’s HYP-
GEN and SURGRD suite of hyperbolic grid-generation tools. The
hull near-field regions are each resolved with four body-fitted,
curvilinear blocks. Two Cartesian far field blocks surround these,
and carry the outer boundaries to two body lengths upstream and
athwartships, and four body lengths downstream. Total grid size is
approximately 1.1 million points. Initial wall spacing (prior to grid-
dependency studies) was set to 10�8 of center hull length.

OVERFLOW was run in its “incompressible preconditioning”
mode, and third-order upwind differencing was used for all flow
variables. The Spalart-Allmaras one-equation turbulence model
(Spalart and Allmaras 1992, Edwards et al 2001) was found to pro-
vide a good compromise between accuracy and robustness, and
was used for all OVERFLOW results presented herein. Because of
this robustness, OVERFLOW was used for all simulations at full-
scale Reynolds number.

Three separate run series were performed: a near-wall grid-
dependency series; a Reynolds number series; and a trim series.
The grid-dependency study consists of five values of near-wall grid
spacing (y � 0.1, 0.5, 1.0, 5.0, and 10.0) and was used to identify
optimum grid resolution across the range of Reynolds numbers.
The series were completed at two Reynolds numbers; one typical
of model scale (2 � 107), and one typical of full scale (2 � 109).
The results show that for the moderate near-wall spacing (y � 0.5,
1.0, and 5.0), drag trends differ between the various geometries by
less than 2% of total drag. A total of 10 RANS runs was made and
resulted in a spacing of y � 1.0 being selected for the remaining in-
vestigations.

Once an optimal grid resolution was found, a second run series
was initiated to investigate the effect of Reynolds number. Three

Reynolds numbers (2 � 107, 2 � 108, and 2 � 109) were used, and
the grid resolution changed each time to maintain near-wall spac-
ing at y � 1.0. A third run series investigated the effect of trim on
drag and trim moment. Stern trims of 0.0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, and 0.8 deg
were used, and the run series repeated at each of the three Reynolds
numbers. The second and third run series together constitute 15
RANS runs.

Validation of the RANS codes and problem setup was made by
comparing computational predictions to laser light sheet measure-
ments made at the David Taylor Model Basin. Because the light
sheet tests were conducted on a Model B with side hulls mounted
in their forward position, new computational grids were first de-
veloped. Great care was exercised during this process to ensure the
new grids were geosyms of their aft side hull counterparts. The
comparison consists of athwartships boundary layer cuts at
x/L � 0.5 for the 0.6 deg aft trim case. The RANS prediction from
AFTINS and the light sheet counterpart comparison is described in
Allison et al (2000) and showed that OVERFLOW results are only
slightly different than the AFTINS predictions.

Although a lot can be learned from such results, the main objec-
tive was integrating the RANS-predicted normal pressure and skin
friction over each of the hull surfaces. Because only Reynolds
number–dependent effects on the hull surfaces are under investiga-
tion, transom wave drag was first subtracted using the following
technique. Each grid was run through the RANS code a second
time, but with all viscous derivatives removed and no-slip bound-
ary conditions negated. The resulting Euler solutions give zero vis-
cous drag and would yield zero form drag for a closed surface. Be-
cause the hulls are not closed surfaces, however, the pressure
integral gives the wave drag associated with maintaining a dry tran-
som. The difference between RANS and Euler pressure integrals is
accepted as form drag.

The resulting drag components are defined according to the for-
mulae:

Cdƒ � 2 ��ī •(�̄̄ ° N�)ds/�Vs
2S

Cdp � ��ī •N�(PRANS � PEULER)ds/�Vs
2S

Cdv � Cdƒ � Cdp

Cmv � 2��j̄ • R� � (�̄̄ ° N�)ds/�Vs
2SL

� 2 ��j̄ • R� � N�(PRANS � PEULER)ds/�Vs
2SL

Here P is the normal static pressure, ī and j̄ are unit vectors in the
drag and pitch directions, respectively; �̄̄ is the anisotropic portion
of the fluid stress tensor, and the symbol “�” means the product of
tensor and vector. R� is a position vector from the longitudinal cen-
ter of flotation to an arbitrary point on its wetted surface. Although
this breakdown of drag is different from traditional naval architec-
ture, a form factor can be derived from these results by taking the
ratio of friction plus form drag to that of a flat plate reference line
(e.g., ITTC line).

Figure 10 shows viscous drag results from the second and third
run series plotted versus Reynolds number. One curve is included
for each stern trim, and the ITTC friction line has been added for
reference. As expected, drag increases with stern trim, and de-
creases with Reynolds number. The rate of decrease with Reynolds
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number, however, is significantly different from that predicted by
the ITTC line. The curves remain approximately parallel up until a
Reynolds number of 108, after which RANS begins a steeper drop
in drag. At full-scale Reynolds numbers, RANS-predicted drag is
only 5% to 10% above the ITTC line.

Figures 11, 12, and 13 show the skin friction, form drag, and to-
tal drag as function of trim. Both components of drag increase with
trim as expected, with form drag almost doubling over the range in-
vestigated. Figure 14 also indicates that for a given trim, form drag
is essentially independent of Reynolds number, and all pressure in-
tegral drag components lie within 1% total drag of each other. Skin
friction (in Fig. 11) shows the dependence on Reynolds number
that is expected but highlights a decreasing dependence on trim as
Reynolds number increases.

Finally, Fig. 14 shows curves of nondimensional viscous trim
moment versus trim, one curve for each Reynolds number. Con-
trary to MQLT, it indicates that viscous trim moment is not a par-
ticularly strong function of Reynolds number. This discrepancy is
thought to be a by-product of having frozen the free surface shape
in the RANS simulations. This has the effect of removing any feed-
back from viscous-related free-surface changes back onto the trim
moment itself. In other words, viscous boundary layer effects do
not change the trim moment, but the effect of the boundary layers
on the free surface does.

Nevertheless, these results demonstrate that RANS simulations
verify many of the MQLT hypotheses outlined elsewhere in this pa-
per. In particular, total viscous (i.e., nonwave) drag decreases with
Reynolds number faster than predicted by flat plate friction lines,
and most of this decrease is due to skin friction reduction rather than
form drag reduction. Equally important is that model test–derived
form factors can overpredict full-scale drag, thus verifying the need
for negative values of the correlation coefficient (SCC) in scaling
model test residual resistance for high-speed transom hulls. A final
observation from MQLT-RANS results is that skin friction in-
creases with trim more gradually as Reynolds number increases.

Comparison of calculated and 
measured residuary drag

The modified QLT (MQLT) calculations of residuary drag of the
trimaran take into account the following drag components:

• Wave resistance at its dynamic trim and sinkage
• Form resistance (including the transom contribution)
• Variation of friction due to the dynamic variations of the wet-

ted surface.
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Fig. 13 Total viscous drag versus trim. Rhombs relate to Rn � 107,
squares relate to Rn � 108, triangles relate to Rn � 109

Fig. 12 Pressure integral drag versus trim. Rhombs relate to Rn � 107,
squares relate to Rn � 108, triangles relates to Rn � 109

Fig. 11 Skin friction drag versus trim. Rhombs relate to Rn � 107,
squares relate to Rn � 108, triangles relate to Rn � 109

Fig. 10 Viscous drag versus Reynolds number. ITTC � International
Towing Tank Conference

Fig. 14 Trim coefficient versus trim. Rhombs relate to Rn � 107,
squares relate to Rn � 108, triangles relate to Rn � 109
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The MQLT calculations are compared with measured data for
Model A at two locations of side hulls (in Figs. 15 and 16). For the
forward position of side hulls, the distance between their sterns and
the center hull stern was 3 m (about a half of the center hull model
length). For the aft position, the sterns of the center hull and the
side hulls are at the same line.

Towing tank tests of the Model B were carried out only for the
forward position with the free pitch. The comparison of measured
and calculated CR for this model is shown in Fig. 17.

A remarkable difference in the maximal CR values and the forms
of dependencies CR(Fn) for two models cannot be explained only

by the changes in the shape of the center hull stern. The compari-
son of residuary drag coefficient for isolated center hulls of two
models in Fig. 18 is a proof of this statement. The higher drag of
the Model A center hull (with the larger transom without a slope)
in the high-speed range is caused by a double effect: first, an in-
crease of ST results in the CT increase; second, submergence of the
blunter stern leads to a CR increase.

These results correspond to the conclusion made by the 22nd
ITTC, which pointed out that the use of a form factor for high-
speed ships in a traditional manner (proposed by 1978 powering
performance procedure) is not reliable and sufficient. If, as it is in
our case, a high-speed vessel employs transom stern, leading to a
confused flow aft of the transom at low speed and wetted surface
generally changes with the speed, resulting in a change in true form
factor with speed.

However, returning to the trimaran and comparing forces (not
dimensionless coefficients related to wetted surfaces that are very
different for trimaran and its center hull), one can find that the dif-
ference between drag for two models is two times higher than the
difference for their center hulls. This effect is mainly caused by a
difference in the submergence of side hulls. Their aft location leads
to the increase of the wetted surface (and corresponding increase of
the friction drag) and to the increase of the side hulls transoms drag.

Scale effect on trimaran residuary drag: 
scale correlation coefficient

The described model tests were assigned for a trimaran with the
center hull length of 313 m. It is reasonable to expect scale effects
on CR. MQLT allows an estimate of the scale factor that can be in-
troduced in the ship resistance prediction in the terms of the scale
correlation coefficient (SCC).

According to the MQLT calculations, the scale effect on tri-
maran residuary drag is mainly associated with Re influence on the
stern trim (one can see an example of the computed scale effect on
trim in Fig. 19; relative trim is the ratio of 100 stern submergences
to L/2 there). It is necessary to mention that the trim slow decrease
at �0.5 is in perfect accordance with the recent full-scale observa-
tion of a 78-m fast catamaran (Armstrong 1999).

Why does an increase in the Reynolds number lead to a trim
drop? The transom pressure depends on the boundary layer
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Fig. 17 Measured (squares) and calculated with modified quasi-linear
theory (MQLT; solid line) CR for Model B

Fig. 16 Comparison of calculations and measurements of CR for Model
A with free pitch at the forward position of side hulls

Fig. 15 Comparison of calculations and measurements of CR for Model
A with free pitch at the aft position of side hulls. Squares show experi-
mental CR, computed CR is shown by solid line with rhombs, computed
CW is plotted by solid line

Fig. 18 Calculated CR of center hulls with free pitch (for Model A and
Model B) and restricted zero pitch for Model A
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thickness (as it takes place for the pressure behind obstacles within
boundary layer) and affects the pressure distribution in the vicinity
of transom. In the physical process of originating and further de-
velopment of the running trim, this vicinity is the most important
part of the hull.

The MQLT calculations for model and full scale of two hull
forms (Models A and B) are shown in Figs. 20 and 21. One can see
in these figures that difference in CR values (SCC to be defined as
CR ship � CR model) can be very different for different stern
shapes and mutual position of center hull and side hulls. The
calculations show SCC can vary from �0.0005 (for Model B) to
�0.0001 (for Model A).

A negative correlation coefficient for large monohull ships has
been observed earlier (Karafiath 1997). For a large multihull, this
correlation value can be also high (Armstrong 1999). A surprise is
the significant difference in the SCC for trimarans of the same
length, but a good agreement of computation with model test data
urges us to trust this theoretical result.

Here is the right place to consider the question of whether there
is a different scale effect on the position of the side hulls. The com-
parative MQLT calculations are shown in Figs. 22 and 23.

Taking into account that the scale ratio about of 1:50 results in
the speed ratio 1:7 for the same values of Fn, one can compare
curves at Figs. 22 and 23. There is a certain similarity of model-re-
lated and full-scale-related dependencies, but the values of correla-
tion coefficients (SCC) clearly depend on side hull positions.

Conclusions

For trimaran shape optimization, a wave resistance minimiza-
tion was traditionally the major driving force. Contemporary nu-
merical methods for CW estimation work satisfactorily for mono-
hulls and SWATH at moderate Fn, and these methods have
seemed to be a sufficient basis for CR prediction because the vis-
cous part of CR can usually be successfully extrapolated from
small Fn values to its moderate and even high values. However,
comparisons of experimental and computed data for models of the
large high-speed trimarans have shown a large difference between
measured and computed CR. This difference clearly indicates that
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Fig. 20 Modified quasi-linear theory calculations of residual resistance
at model and ship scales for Model B

Fig. 19 Modified quasi-linear theory calculation of scale effect on trim
at stern of the Model B

Fig. 21 Modified quasi-linear theory calculations of residual resistance
at model and ship scales for Model A

Fig. 23 Calculated “ship scale” residuary drag coefficient for the tri-
maran ship with different longitudinal position of the side hulls

Fig. 22 Calculated “model scale” residuary drag coefficient for Model
B with different longitudinal position of side hulls
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results of towing tests for slender hulls with large transoms at
small values of Fn are not informative for prediction of full-scale
ship performances at these values. The difference between mea-
sured and computed CR clearly depends on Fn, thus proving the
22nd ITTC statement about form factor dependence on speed for
high-speed vessels. It is necessary to understand the situation and
be able to correctly extrapolate the model test results to full-scale
condition. Accordingly, a novel problem on viscous-inviscid in-
teraction must be considered.

A concept of solving this problem is described in this paper. The
investigation based on this concept (MQLT) showed that the un-
usually high Froude-dependent difference between CR and CW of
high-speed trimarans is associated mostly with their trim. This dif-
ference includes mainly an increase of friction (caused by a rise of
the wetted surface) and of transom drag (caused by an increase of
its area at high Fn values). Consequently, there is a part of viscous
drag that directly depends on Fn. On the other hand, for any Fn,
trim significantly depends on the transom pressure that can be
found from computations of hull boundary layer and viscous sepa-
ration past the transom (and depends on Rn.)

As was shown by comparison with results of towing tests, MQLT
allows a satisfactory prediction of trimaran residuary drag. Thus, the
MQLT implementation for approximate determination of full-scale
drag of trimarans and their correlation coefficient looks reasonable.
This correlation coefficient, SCC being negative in the range from
�0.0005 to �0.0001, as it is estimated here for the slender high-
speed trimaran hull forms, should be added to the model residual
drag in the ship power prediction procedure. One of the important
findings is the substantial dependency of this correlation coefficient
on the relative location of trimaran hulls.

The actual numerical realization of MQLT combines previously
validated numerical techniques, includes many simplifications, and
could be partially replaced by more advanced methods. The certain
step in this direction is the described analysis of viscous drag with
RANS codes. Currently, these codes were used rather for some
kind of validation for MQLT; the future applications may be much
wider. Nevertheless, a possibility of estimating the residuary drag
of slender hulls by using simplified numerical methods will be still
important, especially for the multivariant analysis in the hull de-
velopment optimization problem of high-speed ships.
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